
Monitoring auto sensor data with the Raspberry Pi

Yes, Pi CAN
Every year, teams of students from universities around the world 

compete in the Formula Student auto racing competition. One team 

used a Raspberry Pi to monitor sensor data on the vehicle and send 

the results to the pit crew through a wireless connection. We’ll show 

you how they did it. By Wolfgang Dautermann and Helmut Hammerschmied

this goal, they 
plugged the Pi 

into the CAN 
bus, a built-in bus 

found on many vehi-
cles that facilitates com-

munication among the on-
board devices. The Pi then received 

and processed the vehicle data, posting it to 
web page using an Apache web server run-
ning on the Rasp Pi system. The support 
team then used a web browser to connect to 
the web server running on the Pi and read 
the device data in real time.

The rest of the story is all in the details.

The Formula Game
Competitors in the Formula Student race usu-
ally pick up most of their points in the engi-
neering design category, which is judged by 
a panel of experts who examine the construc-
tion of the car. The experts ask questions 
about the mechanical components and also 
hold discussions with the teams about meth-

Formula Student is an international 
competition in which qualifying 
student teams build and deploy a 
race car according to Formula SAE 

rules. The competition spans the disciplines 
of engineering design, cost analysis, and 
business presentation and provides hands-on 
experience designing for acceleration, auto-
cross, endurance, and fuel efficiency.

The team known as joanneum racing graz 
built a Raspberry Pi into the race car to col-
lect vehicle data and send it back to the pit 
crew over a wireless connection. To achieve Le
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ods, such as computer-assisted construction 
techniques, that were used to build the car. 
Additionally, the panel of experts reviews 
and evaluates the testing phase of individual 
components, as well as the design of the en-
tire car.

To fulfill the requirements of the cost anal-
ysis category, the team submits a statement 
of costs in advance, listing each individual 
part of the car and verifying the price paid 
for the part. Each team receives a standard-
ized table that they must use to prepare the 
cost statement. This statement of parts costs 
must include the price for the raw materials 
used as well as machine shop production 
time and any subsequent reworking, such as 
grinding and polishing bearing housings. 
Teams are penalized heavily if the panel of 
experts discovers that a cost is missing from 
the statement or that a cost as stated is inac-
curate.

In the business presentation category of 
the competition, the team introduces a busi-
ness model for marketing the car to amateur 
race car drivers. The panel of experts evalu-
ates the business model from the point of 
view of manufacturers and investors.

For the acceleration category of the compe-
tition, the team demonstrates the rate of ac-
celeration of their car on a 75-meter track. 
Beginning from a standing start, each team 
has four chances on the track, and each team 
must use at least two different drivers. The 
team will be judged based on the best time 
out of the four attempts. In the skid pad cate-
gory, teams must drive the race car two times 
each around two circuits. The high speeds 
maintained in the curves of the skid pad and 
the load change that occurs with the transi-
tion into the second circuit reveal in painful 
detail any weaknesses that might be present 
in the chassis of the car. 

The autocross competition has a track ap-
proximately 800 meters in length with vari-
ous start and finish points. In this category, 
the teams pick up points not just for their 
performance on the autocross track but also 
to qualify for the final endurance competi-
tion (Figure 1). The endurance category is 
the category with the greatest number of 
overall competition points. 

The endurance track is similar to the one 
used for the autocross, except it has different 
slalom courses and is laid out as a circular 
track with enclosed start and finish lines. For 
this 22km challenge, the cars start out in the 
reverse order achieved in their autocross re-
sults. At the halfway point, the rules require 
a change of drivers, and the car must be 

turned off for five minutes. The fuel con-
sumed in this part of the competition is used 
for evaluating fuel economy achieved by the 
car. The length of time necessary for the car 
to complete the endurance challenge is also 
taken into consideration, so the car’s effi-
ciency is evaluated instead of fuel consump-
tion alone.

Figure 2 shows the value of individual 
challenges in the Formula Student competi-
tion on the Hockenheimring circuit. The 
point distribution can be slightly different in 
other competitions; however, engineering de-
sign is always most important in the static 
disciplines and endurance capacity in the dy-
namic disciplines.

requiremenTs
The most important requirements for hard-
ware suitable for race cars are always the 

Figure 1: The Graz racing team jr13 on the track. (Photograph by Michael Trzesniowski/ joan-

neum racing graz)

Figure 2: Point distribution in the Formula Student Germany 2013 competition. Note that stat 

stands for a static test and dyn for a dynamic test.
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eration, and many others become very inter-
esting.

The Can Bus
CAN stands for Control Area Network. Bosch 
developed this bus system in 1983 for net-
working control devices in automobiles. In 
the meantime, CAN has become an ISO stan-
dard. All relevant data exchanged among the 
control devices are transmitted over the CAN 
bus of the race car (see the “Caution!” box). 
A CAN adapter from the Peak System com-
pany intercepts the data for telemetry. List-
ing 1 shows how the data looks.

The CAN bus recognizes four different 
frame types: A pure data frame contains up 
to 8 bytes of data, a remote frame transmits 
data requests from a different bus partici-
pant, the error frame signals error condi-
tions, and the overload frame makes it possi-
ble to arrange for a compulsory time out be-

same: The components must be as small and 
as light as possible, and they have to be able 
to withstand bumps and vibrations without 
any problems. 

These requirements are not features that 
are ordinarily found in a personal computer, 
but it is definitely possible to find them in a 
Raspberry Pi.

Long before the actual competition, the 
student-designed race car has to prove its ca-
pabilities on test tracks. The test phase 
doesn’t work without the transmission of 
data from the car to the box, because this is 
the only way the racing engineer can con-
stantly observe all data.

 Additionally, it is necessary to transmit 
the data over the Internet to experts in the 
development lab so that they have continu-
ous access (Figure 3). The architecture is de-
signed such that the Raspberry Pi assumes 
the task of retrieving measurements via the 
CAN bus and making them available on a 
web server. The Pi reads out the data with 
the help of a program and saves it in a data-
base.

A modern Formula Student car is practi-
cally bristling with sensors that capture 
countless pieces of data. The most important 
measurement values for the beginning tests 
are oil pressure and the water and oil tem-
peratures found in the engine. If these values 
exceed certain thresholds, then potential for 
damage to the engine exists. 

Once these basic functions have been 
tested successfully, it is time to fine-tune the 
engine and chassis. Here, sensor values such 
as braking pressure, tire temperature, accel-

Figure 3: An overview of the entire architecture of the monitoring project.

The race car described in this article was devel-
oped by students in an automotive engineer-
ing program. Therefore, the students know ex-
actly what devices have been built in and con-
nected to the CAN bus.

It is likely that your car has just such a bus, and 
this might in turn give you the idea of trying 
out the technology demonstrated here on your 
own set of wheels. However, you should exer-
cise extreme caution if you feel like trying this 
at home.

The CAN bus is not equipped with an authenti-
cation or verification mechanism. Therefore, 
you can easily turn off the cooling water pump 
simply by using CAN messages. As a result, 
one single message sent in error can damage 
the engine or, in the worst-case scenario, lead 
to an accident.

It is better not to meddle with the electronics 
built into your vehicle if this is a car you actu-
ally use and on which you depend.

cAuTion!

$ ./candump can0

can0 0x713 [8] 2C EB C2 4A 65 0D EB 00

can0 0x5C4 [8] AE 65 0D 3B C2 4A 65 0D

can0 0x5C2 [8] 5A EB C2 4A EB C2 4A 30

LisTing 1: Telemetry Data

Byte Meaning

0 Oil pressure

4 Fuel temperature

5 Oil temperature

7 Water temperature

TAbLe 1: CAN Data with ID 0x713
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tween the data and remote frames. The CAN 
adapter merely picks up data packets on the 
CAN bus passively. In other words, only the 
data frames like those shown in Listing 1 are 
of interest for that project.

The different sensor values land in one or 
more bytes of the CAN message depending 
on the resolution and effective range of the 
sensor. The meaning of the individual bytes 
of the message with ID 0x713 is shown in 
Table 1. Measuring signals must be collected 
according to priority to avoid generating dif-
ferent CAN messages in greater number than 
is absolutely necessary. This keeps the bus 
workload as small as possible.

hardware
You will want a powerful server for this kind 
of task. However, size, weight, electricity 
consumption, and of course price are pri-
mary considerations in the context of racing. 

Here, the Raspberry Pi 
lends itself for use almost 
by necessity. Conse-
quently, in the newest race 
car from joanneum racing 

graz [1], a Pi collects the measurement data, 
analyzes it, and makes it available to the pit 
stop team during the race.

Additional equipment includes an active 
USB hub, a WiFi stick, a wireless camera, a 
CAN USB adapter, and a UMTS stick for data 
transmission to the pit stop box, and of 
course a few cables (Figure 4).

Can under linux
The Linux kernel already includes several 
drivers for the CAN bus. Via a uniform ab-
straction layer, these drivers can be used as 
network devices (Figure 5). The CAN subsys-
tem demonstrates that it is not just private 
kernel hackers and IT companies that work 
on the Linux Kernel; that code was contrib-
uted to the Linux Kernel by Volkswagen 
Group Electronic Research.

Although the Peak System driver used for 
the USB CAN adapter is contained in the 

Figure 4: The hardware components for the test set up.

$ sudo apt‑get install linux‑image‑3.6‑trunk‑rpi linux‑headers‑3.6‑trunk‑rpi libpopt‑dev

$ grep CAN_PEAK /boot/config‑3.6‑trunk‑rpi

# CONFIG_CAN_PEAK_USB is not set

LisTing 2: Raspbian Kernel with Headers

# Download current Linux driver from PEAK (check their website for more info):
# http://www.peak‑system.com/fileadmin/media/linux/#download
# Extract it and change into the directory. Then install it with:

$ make PCI=NO_PCI_SUPPORT USB=USB_SUPPORT
$ sudo make install
$ sudo depmod ‑a

LisTing 3: Installing the Peak Driver

Figure 5: SocketCAN in the Linux Kernel. (Picture: Wikimedia Commons)
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The CAN utilities [4] found in user space are 
used to access the CAN network device. You 
install the utilities after downloading the 
source code with the command:

make; sudo make install

The candump tool is used to read from the 
CAN bus, as shown in Listing 1. On the CAN 
bus, one data packet consists of an 11-bit-
long CAN ID followed by a length indicator 
with a value between 1 and 8, as well as the 
data. If necessary, you can even write mes-
sages to the CAN bus via cansend.

ConneCTion To The 
inTerneT
A 3G data stick is used to create the Internet 
connection for transmitting data from the 
race car to a laptop. The Raspberry Pi auto-
matically recognizes the stick as a storage de-
vice when it is inserted. Under Windows, 
this makes the installation process easier, but 
it does not help in Linux. 

To switch over to network mode in Linux, 
you have to send a SCSI code to the stick. 
This is done using the sg_raw program from 
the sg3_utils package:

$ /usr/bin/sg_raw /dev/sr0 U
  11 06 20 00 00 00 00 00 01 00

As an alternative, you could use the USB_
ModeSwitch [5] program to make the switch. 
After the changeover, the stick remains in the 
new mode; however, it will not be possible to 
reach the Windows driver, so if you want to 
use the stick on a Windows computer, you 
have to copy the driver in advance.

In Linux, you can communicate with the 
UMTS stick via the /dev/ttyUSB0 device. The 
connection to the Internet is accomplished 
by means of wvdial. To automate the pro-
cess, you can enter the lines from Listing 4 
into /etc/network/interfaces.

The /etc/wvdial.conf file stores the pro-
vider-specific configuration. The file has 
plenty of space for several providers. As a re-
sult, it is possible to use country-specific SIM 
cards for Formula Student competitions and 
simply change the provider name in /etc/
network/interfaces.

Linux kernel [2], this is not the case with 
standard Raspbian. As a result, you have to 
compile the module yourself, something that 
is not easy to do. In the standard Raspbian 
image [3], a specially optimized kernel 
(3.6.11+) provided by the Raspberry Pi foun-
dation performs this task, but there are nei-
ther appropriate kernel sources in the reposi-
tory nor the accompanying headers.

Therefore, your first step should be to 
switch over to the standard Raspbian kernel 
(Listing 2, line 1) and enter the new kernel in 
the file /boot/config.txt with the command 
kernel=vmlinuz‑3.6‑trunk‑rpi. Then, after a 
restart, the Pi is running a kernel, whereas the 
PCAN module is still missing (Listing 2, lines 
2 and 3), but the kernel headers are now 
available and the driver can be compiled and 
installed (Listing 3). The module is now ready 
for use. You can either load it yourself with

sudo modprobe pcan

or you can plug in the CAN adapter and the 
module will automatically load. However, in 
the case of a kernel update, you should not 
forget to recompile and reinstall the CAN 
driver.

The PCAN driver automatically sets up the 
/etc/modprobe.d/pcan.conf file during in-
stallation. To increase the bit rate of the CAN 
Bus to 1Mbps in this module, you have to 
enter the desired rate when loading the mod-
ule. For example, the command

options pcan bitrate=0x0014

automates the entry of the desired rate in this 
file. You can find values for additional rates 
in Table 2, which is taken from the PCAN 
source code. For other CAN modules, you 
can achieve the same result with the follow-
ing command:

# ip link set can0 type can U
  bitrate 1000000

Bitrate (kbps) Module Option

1000 0x0014

500 0x001C

250 0x011C

125 0x031C

100 0x432F

50 0x472F

20 0x532F

10 0x672F

5 0x7F7F

TAbLe 2: PCAN Module Speeds

auto ppp0

iface ppp0 inet wvdial

  provider <Providername>

LisTing 4: Connecting to the 
Internet
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Now the Rasp Pi has an Internet connec-
tion via the UMTS stick. A simple redirect 
service has been programmed so that it is 
possible to determine the public IP address 
for the mini-PC. The Rasp Pi calls up an ex-
ternal website with wget that stores the IP 
address. Yet another website redirects the 
browser to the address of the Pi with the PHP 
command

header("Location:http://$ip/");

which in turn contains the IP address in $ip. 
You can also use a public or self-programmed 
DynDNS service to accomplish the same 
thing. DynDNS is a way to modify name 
server entries dynamically to access comput-
ers with a frequently changing IP address.

The telemetry data appears on a website in 
a user-friendly form, supported by an 
Apache web server that runs on the Rasp-
berry Pi. You can install the web server to-
gether with all of the necessary packages 
with the command:

$ sudo apt‑get install apache2 U 
  php5‑mysql libapache2‑mod‑php5 mysql‑server

A plugin housing connected to both the 
CAN bus and the electrical supply protects 
all of the hardware components from water 
and dust. During bootup, the Rasp Pi has to 
load all programs and begin recording data 
without intervention, because it has no mon-
itor or keyboard when installed in the car.

Jr_Candump
A boot-up script, performs all necessary 
steps when the Rasp Pi starts up:

ifconfig can0 up
/home/pi/can‑utils/jr_candump can0 ‑D &

The first line of the script activates the net-
work interface of the CAN adapter, and then 
jr_candump starts. This is the modified Can-
dump program with its accompanying pa-
rameters. It was modified so that the re-
ceived data can be written to a database via 
the ‑D option. After the program starts, jr_
candump creates a database, builds a table in 
the database with the SQL statement from 
line 1 of Listing 5, then prepares the SQL 
statement from line 2 to store the data.

As shown at the end of line 1, the database 
resides in the central memory of the Rasp Pi. 
The data cannot be saved directly onto the 
SD card because it arrives too fast. In the 
final step, the jr_candump utility connects the 
correct variables with the corresponding 
placeholders in the INSERT statement from 
line 2. After the preparation of the database, 
jr_candump calls a function to interpret each 
received CAN message. The basic structure 
can be seen in Listing 6.

The interpretation routine determines the 
CAN ID of an incoming message via a switch 
statement and then writes the current data 
received to the appropriate variables. This is 
followed by a call to the InsertCANframe() 
function, which increases the ID counter that 
numbers the individual records in the data-
base and uses the previously prepared INSERT 
statement to write the variable values to the 
database.

VisualizinG The daTa
The Apache web server that is running on 
the Rasp Pi reads the data from the database 

01 CR EATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS candata(id FLOAT, timestamp FLOAT, yawrate VARCHAR(4), accy 
VARCHAR(4), rollrate VARCHAR(4), accx VARCHAR(4), accz VARCHAR(4), fueltemp VARCHAR(4), 
watertemp VARCHAR(4), oilpressure VARCHAR(4), oiltemp VARCHAR(4)) ENGINE = MEMORY

02 IN SERT INTO candata (id, timestamp, yawrate, accy, rollrate, accx, accz, fueltemp, 
watertemp, oilpressure, oiltemp) VALUES (?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)

LisTing 5: Storing Data in the Database

01  switch (frame.can_id) {

02    case 0x713:

03      sprintf(fueltemp,    "%02x", frame.data[4]);

04      sprintf(watertemp,   "%02x", frame.data[7]);

05      sprintf(oilpressure, "%02x", frame.data[0]);

06      sprintf(oiltemp,     "%02x", frame.data[5]);

07      InsertCANframe();

08      break;

09    /* next CAN‑ID ... */

10  }

LisTing 6: Interpreting CAN Messages
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easy-to-read (via eval()) data exchange for-
mat for humans and computers. 

Listing 7 shows a somewhat abbreviated 
version of this script. You can see that the 
code delivers the most recently received ID, 
($maxID) each time the script is called up, so 
only the new data is retrieved.

As a result, the current data values appear 
on the website with three to five seconds of 
lag time. Here, jqPlot offers wide ranging 
possibilities. Listing 8 and Figure 7 illustrate 
a simple example for the display of a 
JavaScript array.

enhanCemenTs
In addition to reading and interpreting the 
data from the car via the CAN Bus, the Rasp-
berry Pi working inside the race car can also 

and then makes it available online with the 
help of a small PHP application. 

In the process, the data stream is con-
stantly updated via Ajax (asynchronous 
JavaScript and XML). And, at the same 
time, the data is visualized via jqPlot [6] by 
means of the jQuery framework [7] (see Fig-
ure 6). 

Here, a web application uses JavaScript to 
gather new data continuously from the 
server and display it on a website. As a re-
sult, the team receives online access to all 
relevant parameters.

A PHP script called by Ajax at three-sec-
ond intervals is responsible for loading mea-
surements from the database. The script de-
livers the data as a JSON file (JavaScript Ob-
ject Notation, a compact, text-based and 

Figure 6: Displaying telemetry data in a web browser.

If you want a live video feed, you can use a wire-
less action cam connected to the Rasp Pi via a 
wireless stick, thus reducing the number of ca-
bles in the car. When the pit team wants exter-
nal access over the UMTS stick to the internal 
network, one way to create the access is to in-
stall port forwarding to the camera via iptables.

Because Apache already runs on the web 
server and forwards all requests made to a par-
ticular URL to the webcam, we only installed a 
simple reverse proxy, which passes queries 
from the Internet along to specified internal 
servers, thus hiding the server infrastructure 
while assuming responsibility for tasks like au-

thentication or encryption. To set up this proce-
dure, activate the Apache proxy module using 
the following configuration:

ProxyPass /live/ U

   http://10.5.5.9:8080/live/

ProxyPassReverse /live/ U

   http://10.5.5.9:8080/live/

This redirects requests made to the UMTS 
web address of the Rasp Pi to the internal URL 
of the camera, which in the example is http:// 
10.5.5.9:8080/ live/ . If the webcam doesn’t sup-
port authentication by username and password, 
Apache can take care of that, too.

Live video
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assume other tasks. For example, the Rasp Pi 
can connect a wireless action camera 
mounted inside the car to the Internet (see 
the “Live Video” box for details). The action 
cam gives the pit team the added opportunity 
to follow the race from the perspective of the 
driver.

To create a minimal feedback function for 
the cockpit, the Rasp Pi can control LEDs via 

the GPIO to signal things like 
“system ready.” 

The Rasp Pi also delivers up-
to-date data about the position 
of the race car on the track and 
plots it on a map with the help 
of a GPS module connected via 
USB. As with CAN bus sensor 
values, this data is collected in 
the database and then dis-
played via Google maps on the 
website.

FirsT appliCaTion
This telemetry solution was developed as 
part of work on a masters thesis by Helmut 
Hammerschmied during his studies in the 
automotive engineering department of the 
FH Joanneum GmbH. The solution was in-
stalled in the jr13-evo race car and will have 
its real-life inauguration in the Formula Stu-
dent competition scheduled to take place in 
May 2014 in Detroit.  ● ● ●

[1]  Team joanneum racing graz: 
http://  www. 
 joanneum‑racing.  at

[2]  PEAK Linux driver:  
http://  www.  peak‑system. 
 com/  fileadmin/  media/  linux/

[3]  Rasp Pi OS images: http:// 
 www.  raspberrypi.  org/ 
 downloads

[4]  CAN utilities:  
https://  gitorious.  org/ 
 linux‑can/  can‑utils/

[5]  USB_ModeSwitch:  
http://  www.  draisberghof.  de/ 
 usb_modeswitch/

[6]  jqPlot: http://  www.  jqplot.  com

[7]  jQuery JavaScript frame-
work: http://  www.  jquery.  com

info

01  <?php
02  $maxID   = $_GET['maxID'];
03  $sqlhost = 'localhost';
04  $sqluser = 'user';
05  $sqlpwd  = '*****';
06  $sqldb   = 'jr_data';
07  
08  $dbh =  new PDO("mysql:host=$sqlhost;dbname=$sqldb", 

$sqluser, $sqlpwd);
09  $sth =  $dbh‑>prepare('SELECT * FROM candata WHERE id > ?;');
10  $sth‑>execute(array($maxID));
11  $cnt = 0;
12  while ($row = $sth‑>fetch(PDO::FETCH_OBJ)) {
13      $ID[$cnt]          = $row‑>id;
14      $TIMEST[$cnt]      = $row‑>timestamp;
15      $FUELTEMP[$cnt]    = hexdec($row‑>fueltemp);

16      $WATERTEMP[$cnt]   = hexdec($row‑>watertemp);

17      $OILPRESSURE[$cnt] = hexdec($row‑>oilpressure);

18      $OILTEMP[$cnt]     = hexdec($row‑>oiltemp);

19      $cnt++;

20  }

21  $result = array(

22      'NEWid'          => $ID,

23      'NEWtime'        => $TIMEST,

24      'NEWfueltemp'    => $FUELTEMP,

25      'NEWwatertemp'   => $WATERTEMP,

26      'NEWoilpressure' => $OILPRESSURE,

27      'NEWoiltemp'     => $OILTEMP

28  );

29  echo trim(json_encode($result));

30  ?>

LisTing 7: Loading Data from the Database

01  <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF‑8"?>

02  <!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "‑//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN"

03        "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1‑strict.dtd">

04  <html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">

05  <head>

06    <title>Oil Temperature Plot</title>

07    <s cript type="text/javascript" src="jquery.min.js"> 
</script>

08    <script ty pe="text/javascript"  
src="jquery.jqplot.min.js"></script>

09    <link re l="stylesheet" type="text/css"  
href="jquery.jqplot.css" />

10  </head>

11  

12  <body>

13  <d iv id="chartdiv" style="height:200px;width:500px;"> 
</div>

14  <script type="text/javascript">
15  
16  // An example, the values of the array are updated
17  // using AJAX in reality:
18  var oiltemp = [50, 53, 55, 50, 52, 60, 60, 50, 53, 50];
19  $.jqplot('chartdiv', [oiltemp], {
20      axes: {
21          xaxis: { label: 'Time' },
22          yaxis: { label: 'Oil Temperature' }
23      }
24  });
25  </script>
26  </body>
27  </html>

LisTing 8: Displaying a JavaScript Array

Figure 7: A simple plot of the data from a JavaScript array by means 

of jqPlot.
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